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Since its establishment Orbita has been working in the ports and terminals sector, providing technical know-how and
expertise to our customers and partnering with them. We are a trusted reference when technological decisions involve
challenges for our customers’ business. Our portfolio of standard solutions is very wide and offers a whole range of
resources for automating processes at the gates, at the quay and everywhere else in a Terminal.
It is written in our values that quality, service and professionalism go first. We build strong relationships with our
clients and drive them to success in our field by being the best professionals that we can possibly be.
Here we present you our engineering solutions, which range from the use of OCR technology to laser scan and the
intensive use of PLC programming and control techniques. We hope that with this brief information you can find an
answer to your needs in terms of technology for your Port, Maritime or Intermodal Terminal, and if you don’t, that you
will contact us for a personalized request.
Orbita Ports&Terminals is the specific commercial brand created to demonstrate our commitment with the Maritime
and Intermodal Industry. To learn more about Orbita Ports&Terminals and how it has helped our clients to improve
efficiency, security and safety read on, visit orbitaports.com or contact us today at: info@orbitaports.com
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Expertise and engineering approach coming from the most
demanding industrial sectors.

Specific know-how of the maritime sector combined with
methods and concepts of more automated industries.

Process consultancy to commissioning on site.

Automation adapted to our clients’ particular needs.

High quality standards and competitiveness.

Orbita Ports&Terminals
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In the ports and terminals sector, Orbita’s
modular GateSuite range of products,
including the GateCCR solution, helps
clients gain new business efficiencies by
automating the tracking and traceability
of containers and trucks at key access
points.
Based on standard, maximum quality
components, GateSuite modules can be
implemented independently or as a fully
integrated line.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - GateSuite
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GateCCR

Container Code Recognition OCR-based automation for fast and efficient gates

Features & Benefits
• Automatic capture of container ISO codes and truck license plate numbers.
• High resolution still images of containers and videos of trucks in transit for
inspection and damage control management.
• Integrates with TOS software through XML interface and other standard
protocols.
• Integrates with other GateSuite modules for a complete automation solution.
• Dramatically improves gate traffic management and enhances overall
terminal efficiency
• Manufactured to the highest quality standards for use in demanding maritime
conditions
• Uses LED lighting and PoE power supply for a reduced energy consumption,
more efficient cabling and easier maintenance.
• Historical analysis and diagnosis tools for simpler and more effective
maintenance.

The Orbita GateCCR system enables users to automatically
identify ISO containers as they are transported by truck
through a controlled access point. The system also includes a
truck license plate reader, the capture of still images and videos
for damage control and optional identification of hazardous
goods labels with the Orbita GateIMDG add-on module.
Thanks to the use of the latest technology in IP cameras,
megapixel sensors and sophisticated processing by means
of neural networks and other vision technologies, GateCCR
delivers a high degree of accuracy and reliability in ISO code
verification and damage imaging.

Technical Characteristics

The CCR software is designed to integrate with TOS and other
terminal control systems. ISO code readings, images and other
data can be transmitted in real time from each gate access
log through the most widely-used communication protocols,
including SQL and WebServices. Orbita’s XML interface
facilitates even greater integration.

• Container code recognition according to International Standard ISO 6346,
including check digit.
• Recognises all standard container types (20, 40 and 45ft, twin 20ft).
• Captures images of all visible sides of the container.
• Fast response and read times.
• Reads and identifies IMDG labels (with GateIMDG module).
• Captures all information with the truck in motion.
• Image and video storage with adjustable compression.
• Low consumption LED lighting and PoE power supply to minimise energy
consumption.
• PoE power supply reduces cables and installation maintenance.
• Software incorporates online historical analysis and diagnosis tools for
simple and easy maintenance.

Offered as an option to complement GateCCR, the GateIMDG
module identifies dangerous goods labels and placards
mounted on the container. GateIMDG is able to detect and
identify containers with multiple labels and provide the IMDG
class and sub-class. While dangerous goods signs are usually
placed on the rear, GateIMDG can also detect labels on both
sides of the container.
Orbita Ports&Terminals - GateSuite
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GateOS

Gate Operating System Powerful software for remote gate management

Orbita GateOS is a Gate Operating System (GOS) for real time remote
management and completely automated operation of an access control
point. GateOS instantly improves performance and costs by centralising
the control of multi-lane gate events and exceptions, with a minimal
clerk presence required.
GateOS manages and stores information from the truck admission and
exit process and effortlessly shares it with the terminal’s TOS through
XML interfaces, WebServices and other common communication
protocols. GateOS also includes drivers for communication with similar
systems from other manufacturers.
TOS integration includes the management of TOS events inside GateOS,
providing a single interface that gives operators control over almost
every event related to gate operation from just one screen and software
system. The result is a complete command and control centre for gate
operations, reducing training, IT infrastructure and event resolution
times.

Features & Benefits
• Provides real time gate process monitoring and control.
• Instantly improves access point performance by centralising
event and incident information.
• Allows multi-lane gates to be remotely managed with minimal
human resources.
• Works with any commercially available TOS interface.
• Integrates TOS and gate events in a single system for complete
command and control.

Technical Characteristics
• Works with the most common databases, including SQL
Server, Oracle and DB2.
• Supports various communication protocols, including TCP/IP,
OPC, FTP and WebServices.
• Interfaces with access control equipment – barriers, traffic
signals, information boards, etc.
• Built on .NET Framework 4 software development platform.

Watch it
in a real time
video!

Orbita Ports&Terminals - GateSuite
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GateOS

Gate Operating System Powerful software for remote gate management

Clerk Interface
This application allows the operator to monitor and resolve gate incidences
from a remote control location. The system records all truck, container
and IMDG label registrations and enables work order incidences to be
rapidly solved.
• Facilitates diagnosis of electrical alarms, communications and
processes, significantly improving access point reliability and
performance.
• Status and events display provides detailed information on multiple
access point lanes
• It can incorporate a personalised layout of the installation, showing
the status of existing systems and equipment in real time.
• Enables remote traffic management with full control of gate
equipment such as barriers and traffic signs.
• Dynamic image and video display of truck registration plates and the
visible sides of containers.
• Security system manages and controls user access, with option for
LDAP authentication.
• Web pages can be easily integrated.

GateOS is Navis Ready Validated
Successfully achieving the Navis Ready validation confirms that
Orbita’s Gate Systems have been tested against the most recent
release of Navis N4, 2.6, and that they are compatible with some of the
most common scenarios in gate operations. Therefore, the majority of
the integration work between Navis and Orbita’s Gate Systems has
already been completed.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - GateSuite
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GateKiosk Gate Operating System

Completely configurable driver access interface

Features & Benefits
• Robust cabinet designed for use in extreme humidity, temperature and dust
conditions
• Ergonomic design facilitates driver operation from within a truck cab.
• Height adjustable to suit the majority of gate infrastructure configurations.
• Modular, configurable choice of driver interface systems - bar code, RFID tag, VoIP
intercom, LCD touch screen, printer and more.
• Side gates simplify maintenance and access to equipment and systems.

Orbita GateKiosk is a modular, customisable control
cabinet providing a wide range of driver interfaces for
managing facility entry and exit. This includes work orders,
communication between the driver and terminal staff,
document printing and other functions involved in the
admission and exit process for controlled premises.

Technical Characteristics
GateKiosk automates log-in operations, speeds processing
times and reduces the need for terminal staff intervention.
The system provides traceability of driver operations,
minimises waiting times in the lanes and facilitates incidence
management by the staff or via TOS.

• Electrical control cabinet features electrical protection equipment, relays, switches,
controllers and communications equipment.
• High speed printer with adjustable paper width.
• Linear and 2D bar code reader (Datamatrix, QR code etc.)
• Vandal-resistant audio and video VoIP intercom.
• High contrast, high brightness, vandal-resistance LCD touchscreen with LED
backlighting.
• RFID tag reader with biometric recognition.
• Other options available on request.

With multiple interfaces for incoming and outgoing
information, GateKiosk allows information to be received
from, and sent to the driver in real time directly from the
TOS or other software applications, without the need for any
intermediaries.
Orbita Ports&Terminals - GateSuite
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GateTraffic

Traffic control

Automated traffic management for safer, smoother vehicle flows

Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Streamlines vehicle flow through entry and exit gates.
Reduces truck waiting times, queues and congestion.
Improves personnel safety.
Reduces operational costs.
Integrates easily with all commercial traffic control equipment.

Technical Characteristics

GateTraffic is a software and hardware package that
automates access point traffic management, improving the
flow of vehicles and reinforcing safety management at the
gates. With GateTraffic, vehicle entry and exit operations are
more fluid, structured and organised, with faster processing
times, less waiting and fewer unnecessary stops.

• Communicates and integrates with all commercially available
traffic control equipment.
• Uses standard communication protocols, including TCP/IP, UDP
and OCP, to integrate with the I/O interface.
• Scalable and modular I/O interface.
• High speed data retrieval from traffic control equipment.
• Logical, flexible and configurable control system, adapted to client
needs.
• Optimises facility electrical design.
• Integrates with other present and future equipment at the gates
such as RFID systems, weighing stations, gauge systems and
scanners.

GateTraffic offers a wide range of standard control elements, all
integrated with the module’s software:
• Barriers
• For lanes of various widths.
• Low maintenance.
• Require minimal workforce time.
• Optional swing barrier system.
• Traffic signals
• Special LED characteristics.
• Low power consumption.
• High luminosity.
• Enhanced life cycle.
• Push-button operated work desks
• Vehicle detection systems
• Vertical and horizontal traffic signals
• Other control elements available on request
• Displays
• Numeric and alphanumeric.
• Graphic boards (cross, arrow, etc.).
• High brightness LED.
• Adjustable number/width of lines and characters for
different reading distances and messaging needs.
• High level of protection.
• Multiple interfaces: Profibus, Profinet, DeviceNet, Modbus,
Serial, Parallel, Ethernet TCP/IP.

Bringing together all of the physical elements and information
systems needed for robust traffic control, GateTraffic is
highly flexible to suit multiple operational requirements. It is
the perfect complement to GateCCR and GateOS and, when
combined, these three modules provide a total solution for
access point automation. GateTraffic includes a fail-safe
mode of operation, ensuring that traffic management can
be rapidly converted back to manual control in case of need.
Orbita Ports&Terminals - GateSuite
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GateLPR

License Plate Recognition Reliable PC-based truck license plate recognition

The GateLPR module automatically reads vehicle license plates. It is widely used
as an access control tool in parking areas, toll operations, gate systems and
other restricted areas, such as those commonly required in container terminal
operations.
GateLPR is a PC-based system that is easily integrated with other software
applications and automated systems via the majority of common communication
protocols, including WEBServices, SQL Server and XML interface.
Based on artificial neural networks, GateLPR is designed to provide a high level
of speed and reliability in the most demanding climatic conditions. The system is
complemented by the OrbitaLPR software, a configuration tool that incorporates
a display of historical vehicle license plate images and a calibration interface for
simpler maintenance.

Features & Benefits
• Automates recognition of vehicle license plate numbers from multiple
countries.
• Improves facility safety and operational effectiveness.
• Easy to install, learn how to use and operate.
• High reliability, availability and recognition rates under the most demanding
climatic conditions.
• Adaptable to different inspection distance requirements and physical area
layouts.
• Allows up to 8 GateLPR systems to be managed from a single PC.
• Flexible integration with other software applications and automation systems.
• Low energy consumption due to use of latest high resolution camera and LED
infra-red technology.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - GateSuite
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GateDMG 3D

Automatic damage Inspection Eliminates manual check for container damages

Orbita’s Automatic Damage Inspection system detects container
damaged areas and reports the information to a Gate Operating
System, such as GateOS. The system works unattended, and reports
back to the gate clerk with information about the location and area of
damages in real time, as a truck is passing through the GateCCR portal.
The system can be easily mounted on Orbita’s GateCCR portal. The
hardware devices are rugged and industrial class 3D scanners that
provide very detailed information about the container’s structure. The
use of complex algorithms allows an accurate scene reproduction and
real time visualization.
While the detection process is being performed, the system is also able
to classify the container in terms of shape, (20ft, 40ft, 45ft, twin 20ft,
flats…)
GateDMG 3D can be part of Orbita GateOS single interface, hence the
system can communicate with other Orbita modules such as GateCCR
to obtain real time images. This feature allows the user to be shown
at the same time either the obtained inspection view or the container
side images for an easy identification at a glance.

Features & Benefits

Watch it
in a real time
video!

• Easy user interface that shows automatic detection of damaged
areas in visible sides of the container.
• User interface integration with GateOS Gate Operating System.
• Possibility to manually inspect specific areas of the container
surface.
• Real time container inspection view.
• Useful integration possibilities with other Orbita GateSuite modules
for a complete identification and check of the container status.
• Container shape classification.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - GateSuite

Technical Characteristics
• Identifies damages in all standard container types (20, 40 and
45ft, twin 20ft).
• Uses electro-optical laser measurement systems to inspect
both sides and the top of the container.
• Installed on an access lane portal, also in the GateCCR portal
structure.
• Captures data without interfering in the operational processes.
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Weighing integration

Cargo weight data integration in Gate Operating Systems
Orbita Weighing Scales System is an additional software that allows
a straightforward integration of cargo weight data within the Gate
Operating System.
The weight is sent automatically to the TOS together with other real
time access information, such as truck license plate, container code,
driver identification, work orders and so forth.
Since IMO SOLAS weighing regulation was enforced 1st July 2016, it is
necessary to ensure containers are weighed correctly. For that purpose,
terminals and ports accesses have become the natural location to
calculate and verify the container weight status from the entry to the
exit of a truck journey inside the terminal.
As part of the automation in gates, weighing scales are considered as an
additional lane element providing a result that needs to be registered
automatically.
The main goal is to achieve a complete traceability of such as an
important information as cargo weight being handled within the
facilities.

Features & Benefits
• The system can integrate with most of the industrial weighing scales.
• Allows the integration with several communication standard
interfaces, such as Ethernet, RS232, etc.
• The software includes communication protocols that provide a
robust, steady and reliable integration.
• Fully integrated with the truck weighing scales, including exception
handling, diagnosis or maintenance tasks.
• Improved safety in container handling works, since the system detects
any overweigh and avoids carrier accidents due to overloading.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - GateSuite
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CraneSuite provides different product
options to automate and enhance
operations under STS cranes. Therefore
container identification ‘on the fly’,
positioning
systems
for
internal
container handling equipment or
damage identification, as well as an
easy user interface which is capable
to integrate required product options,
are available for clients to manage and
control the sea gate.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - CraneSuite
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CraneCCR

Container Code Recognition Automatic container recognition ‘on the fly’ for STS cranes

Orbita CraneCCR automatically identifies container ISO codes during
the process of vessel loading and unloading by ship-to-shore (STS)
gantry cranes.
By replacing the manual chore of identifying containers at the quay
with automated vision technology, CraneCCR helps terminal operators
to increase speed, eliminate human errors and enhance the overall
process performance of STS cranes. CraneCCR integrates with Orbita
CraneOS to provide 100% remote handling of exceptions and events,
with full TOS integration for improved user control of the process.
Return on investment happens from the first day of operation: in
improved container identification accuracy, real-time error detection
and resolution, better container damage process control, and removal
of checking personnel from the quay area.

Watch it
in a real time
video!

With every container movement, CraneCCR stores and sends
relevant information to the TOS, performing online manifest
validation for container ISO codes.
Images and videos associated with individual container movements
can also be audited via Orbita Operations Viewer for damage
inspection and statistical reports.
CraneCCR integrates seamlessly with the crane’s control system to
record and store other key data such as container weight, container
size, spreader position and twistlock position. With easy, graphical
configuration using Orbita’s engineering software, the CraneCCR
software is suitable for any type of STS Crane.

Combining the latest pan, tilt and zoom camera technology with
state-of-the-art control algorithms, CraneCCR captures container ID
numbers, images and other key data ‘on the fly’ as boxes are handled,
at speed, across multiple quay crane lanes. This innovative method
of acquiring OCR data in motion allows users to automate container
identification on the quayside with minimum infrastructure and no
impact on STS Crane cycle times.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - CraneSuite
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CraneCCR

Damage Inspection

Container Code Recognition Automatic container recognition ‘on the fly’ for STS cranes

Daily operational procedures when loading or unloading containers
from a STS Crane involve inevitably some complaints about causing
container or vessel damages. Orbita’s Container Damage Inspection
is the response to prove or check whether damage has been caused
within the client facilities or, on the contrary, it has been an external
responsibility.
Orbita’s damage inspection in STS cranes provides pictures of all the
containers and additionally recordings of the crane operations that
can be used in real time in our CraneOS software or stored for future
analysis.

Door direction
Features & Benefits
• Automatic real-time identification and validation of container ISO codes
during vessel loading and discharge.
• Captures data with the container in motion across multiple lanes – no
need for STS cranes to slow down.
• Captures and stores damage images, videos and other key information
including container size, weight, spreader and twistlock position.
• Eliminates validation mistakes for more accurate and efficient vessel
loading and unloading.
• Removes checking personnel from under STS cranes – improved safety.
• Remote management, control and supervision of exceptions.
• Minimum hardware installation required on cranes.
• Statistical analysis of every crane movement available via Orbita
Operations Viewer.
• Easy installation and configuration - adapts to almost every STS crane
design.
• PoE and LED technologies for improved power consumption, more
efficient cabling and easier maintenance.

Capturing the direction in which the container is being loaded or
discharged is a useful funcionality of the system. As an optional
module, Orbita’s Door Direction inspects the front and rear part of
the container and sends results to the TOS.

Technical Characteristics
• Identification of codes according to international
standard ISO 6346, including control digit.
• Registers spreader position, container size (20, 40, 45,
20/20), twistlock status, twins, etc.
• Minimum identification time, high accuracy and
reliability.
• Storage of images and video with adjustable
compression.
• Use of low consumption LED lighting and PoE power
supply for greatly reduced energy consumption.
• Captures information with the container in motion, no
need to change normal crane processes.
• Full integration with Orbita GateSuite range of products
for complete process automation.

IMDG labels detection
Dangerous goods labels placed in the rear part of the container
can be inspected by adding the CraneIMDG software module. Class
and subclass are detected and sent to the Crane Operating System,
which gathers information to be sent to TOS.

Internal Terminal Truck Identification
Identifying which internal terminal truck is operating under the STS
Crane is possible with an additional module. A 2D code is placed at
the top of the truck so as to be read and processed by our artificial
vision software and reported to Crane Operating System. The result
is seamlessly sent to the TOS and also displayed in CraneOS software
interface.
Orbita Ports&Terminals - CraneSuite
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CraneOS

Crane Operating System

Remote control with TOS integration

Orbita CraneOS software efficiently provides a single interface for control and
exception handling of Orbita’s CraneSuite products. As part of CraneSuite,
CraneOS can integrate CraneCCR, Crane Truck Positioning or Container Damage
Inspection software as required, in a single centralised interface.
CraneOS can be also integrated with GateOS to create a remote Control Center
where operations at the Terminal Gates, sea and land, are monitored and
managed by the same personnel.
CraneOS captures information about Crane Operations, including container OCR,
container type, weight, and shares the information with the Terminal Operating
System (TOS) to provide a comprehensive interface where a remote clerk can
manage exceptions and effectively oversee crane’s operation.
Image and video captures for further damage inspection are also stored so the
authorized personnel can afterwards check them in order to prove container
status or review the loading or discharging process in case it has to be analysed.

Features & Benefits
• Provides real time quay process monitoring and control.
• Multiple STS cranes in a quay can be remotely supervised by a single system
for complete command and control.
• Full TOS integration via XML, WebServices and other standard protocols.
• Integration with GateOS to create an Operations Control Center approach.

Technical Characteristics
• Works with the most common databases, including SQL Server, Oracle and
DB2.
• Supports various communication protocols, including TCP/IP, OPC, FTP and
WebServices.
• Built on .NET Framework 4 software development platform.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - CraneSuite
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CraneTPS

Truck Positioning System
Helps terminal trucks position below STS Cranes for faster operations

Crane Truck Positioning allows terminal trucks to reach the
optimal position for a correct loading or unloading process under
the spreader, for every lane and any entry direction. Informative
displays help the driver stop in the correct spot, according to the
container type that is being handled. The system additionally shows
the distance and the direction to end the manoeuvre correctly.
While the STS Crane is working, any internal vehicle driving along
a STS lane will be automatically positioned in relation to the next
movement forecast. Based on a laser measurement system, the
positioning process provides an accurate vehicle guiding, since the
detection of the load dimensions positions the truck in the best
place for the spreader to reduce movements and consequently,
operational times.
The system is very compact, installation in the crane’s structure is
easy and modular, and only one device is used covering all lanes
below the crane. Maintenance is minimum or non-existent.
An intuitive and easy to use software application acquires and
shows all the relevant information such as distance, container type,
positioning time and direction, twistlock status or spreader position.
A view of the display that is located under the STS Crane is shown
at the same screen, as well as the lane that is currently working,
for a complete remote vision of the process. Orbita’s Crane Truck
Positioning software is suitable for any type of STS Crane.

Features & Benefits
• Automatic position for terminal trucks under the STS cranes.
• Optimal position results, based on specific container size load
for every truck.
• Performance improvement in terms of spreader movements
reduction due to a precise truck manoeuvre.
• No quay personnel needed to help the truck to stop in the
correct position involves a safety improvement.
• Graphic intuitive interface, easily integrated in CraneOS for
parameter checking from a remote location.

Technical Characteristics
• A single laser measurement system device recognizes the truck
position information needed to be processed.
• Key data are captured from the crane PLC and displayed to the
clerk through the application interface.
• Spreader position, distance, loading or unloading process
classification and time are clearly specified.
• A traffic light and a display show the internal truck driver the
distance left to the correct position and the direction in which it
is detected the truck to be moving.

Watch it
in a real time
video!

Orbita Ports&Terminals - CraneSuite
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Orbita’s global approach to Terminal
processes makes its way through gates
and cranes operations onto the container
management on the yard.
Improving safety in the yard is the
objective of Orbita’s YardSuite systems.
By preventing trucks from being lifted ,
avoiding collisions with any obstacle in
the path of the machine or within the
stack, global performance improves due
to the elimination of accidents.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - YardSuite
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Yard CraneCCR

Container Code Recognition
A complete identification of the stack and real-time data to increase traceability
Features & Benefits
•

•
•
•

The Yard Crane CCR system is installed on retrofitted or
new yard cranes such as RTGs, RMGs and ASCs, to capture
and automatically recognize container numbers during
the loading and discharging of containers in the stack or
within the truck lane. The system obtains container data
together with images and videos in real time, that are
sent to the TOS or any third party to be registered for a
comprehensive traceability of the container position in
the stack or when delivered.

Full integration with Orbita GateSuite and CraneSuite
range of products for a complete automation of terminal
processes at the Gate, Quay and Yard.
Continuous tracking and traceability of container ISO codes
with a minimum infrastructure impact.
24 hours of continuous operation even in extreme weather
conditions.
Yard cranes are critical equipment and as such, all the hardware
is suited to provide high performance and industrial grade
robustness.

Technical Characteristics
•
•
•
•

Artificial vision software system and integrated hardware.
Low consumption LED lighting and PoE power supply for a
remarkably reduced energy consumption.
Off the shelf equipment selected with engineering criteria to
fulfil an optimum performance and minimum maintenance.
Communication with the vast majority of crane manufacturers
and PLC brands in the market.

Yard CraneCCR ensures a continuous monitoring of the
container, as well as the identification of different types
of movements: loading, discharging, lane changes or
stack management movements. The data flow includes
equipment status information to alert the TOS in case of
an exception or equipment fault.
Orbita Ports&Terminals - YardSuite
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Yard CraneCCR

Container Code Recognition

WE DESIGN THE BEST CONFIGURATION FOR YOUR PROCESS

A complete identification of the stack and real-time data acquisition to increase traceability

Based on the type of crane, being RTG, RMG or ASCs, we analyse and suggest the
best configuration to make the most of the
application of Yard CraneCCR to your specific process.

USE CASES:
Container Code Recognition + Real time job promotion
When installed on the bottom side of the RTG or RMG, Yard CraneCCR identifies
the container information directly from the truck, before it is loaded in the stack
or as soon as it is discharged onto the truck. Therefore, the system includes a
relevant funcionality to enhance job promotion in real time, since the container
code is read and automatically promoted to the top of the list displayed to the
operator for the next move. Additionally, at the same time the system can also
identify the truck chassis number.

Container Code recognition + Ghost containers detection
Automatic equipment
To ensure operational safety in ARTGs, ARMGs and ASCs, all the containers are
arisen to the maximum height between legs before loading or discharging. On
the top of the crane position, Orbita Yard CraneCCR system captures images
and delivers container information such as container ISO Code, extra info and
check digit in real time.

Manned equipment

BOTTOM INSPECTION

For manual RTGs and RMGs, the location on the top of the crane makes possible
the identification of ghost containers in the stack. Since a ghost container is not
traced in the system, a specific move can be dedicated to rise the container so
that Yard CraneCCR identifies container data and updates the information to
the system.

TOP INSPECTION
Orbita Ports&Terminals - YardSuite
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Yard CraneTPS

Truck Positioning System
A complete identification of the stack and real-time data to increase traceability

The Truck Positioning System (TPS) for RTG Cranes helps the drivers
stop the truck in the correct position under the spreader just before
loading or discharging. The positioning process provides an accurate
vehicle guiding with comprehensive displays. The system positions
the truck in the best place for the spreader to reduce movements
and consequently, operational times and energy consumption.
Yard Crane TPS is prepared to work with external and terminal trucks,
coming from both directions. The truck detection process does not
require the RTG operator to conduct any special maneuvers to guide
the truck to the correct position since the system can position the
truck on the fly. Therefore, Orbita’s Yard CraneTPS removes the
need of external workers under the RTG, reducing safety risks and
operational costs.
Our engineering software acquires and shows all the relevant
information such as distance, container type, positioning time and
direction, twist-lock status or spreader position.

Features & Benefits
•

Works standalone to accurately position different types of
external trucks and terminal trucks under RTG cranes, reducing
operational times and increasing safety.

•

Very compact. The installation in the crane’s structure is easy
and modular and maintenance is minimum.

•

The design of the system does not require very precise
calibration or alignment of the hardware.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - YardSuite

•

Prepared for 24 hours of continuous operation, even in extreme
weather conditions.

•

The Truck Position System does not affect or limit any RTG
operations.

•

Yard cranes are critical equipment and as such, all the hardware
involved is suited to provide high performance and industrial
grade robustness.

•

Full integration with Orbita GateSuite and CraneSuite range
of products for a complete process automation.

Technical Characteristics
•

Prepared for 24 hours of continuous operation, even in extreme
weather conditions.

•

The Truck Position System does not affect or limit any RTG
operations.

•

Yard cranes are critical equipment and as such, all the hardware
involved is suited to provide high performance and industrial
grade robustness.

•

Full integration with Orbita GateSuite and CraneSuite range
of products for a complete process automation.
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Yard CraneTLA

Truck Lifting Avoidance

The Truck Lifting Avoidance (TLA) is a system that improves safety in yard
crane operations. Technology is introduced to prevent truck lifting, in case
that the pins of the chassis are not released, when the operator picks up the
container.

Ensured safety during pick-up manoeuvres in yard cranes

Based on laser scanners technology, the process is really accurate. TLA
system will stop the lifting movement very fast, reducing the damages on the
truck and the risk for the truck driver.
The system is very compact, the installation in the yard crane structure is
easy and modular and the maintenance is minimum or non-existent.

Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety system that prevents risks and damages for drivers and trucks.
Valid for all types of trucks.
The system doesn’t care about the type of container loaded (standard,
flat rack, high cube, reefers, etc.).
Transparent to the RTG operator, no need to slow down or do any
different task than the usual work.
Optimal results, based on laser measurements close to the truck.
No quay personnel needed to alert the RTG driver to stop lifting in case
that the truck is hooked.

Technical Characteristics
•
•
•
•
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Stops automatically the lift of the spreader once it is activated and it is
only allowed to go down in slow speed to release the truck
Laser scan technology.
By-pass mode for security system.
Robust design to work in 24h of continuous operation.
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Yard CraneSCA

Stack Collision Avoidance
Automatic prevention of collision between containers in the stack for safe operations.

The Stack Collision Avoidance System improves safety by
preventing collisions between the spreader and containers in the
stack below yard cranes. Therefore, overturns are avoided and
consequently damages in the containers are highly reduced.
Whether the system detects any obstacle during the trolley movement
while loading or unloading, it automatically will decrease its speed or
completely stop. The operator of the RTG/RMG is informed about
the obstacle detection by means of an event or alarm in the control
panel.

Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Safety system that prevents damage in containers, trucks and
personnel involved in the operation.
The anticipation to the actions of the operator allows the
system to slow down in advance.
Adaptable to each terminal operation.
No operational interference and no specific actions required
from the operator.
Monitoring in real time motion

Technical Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
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Container profiling of the different container levels in the stack.
Only one laser scanner needed.
Optional by-pass mode for security system.
High distance coverage
Visual notification to the driver
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Yard CraneOCA

Obstacle Collision Avoidance
Collision prevention between yard cranes and obstacles for a safe driving path.

Orbita Obstacle Collision Avoidance system involves using laser scanners for
prevention of impacts between yard cranes and obstacles in their moving path.
In order to provide maximum safety, the RTG/RMG will decrease its speed or
stop moving when any unexpected object is detected within the detection
system operational range.
The yard crane clerk receives notifications about the system status and any
alarm or event.
Laser scanners provide a high coverage along the drive of the crane. The
system is highly flexible and easily integrated with a variety of yard crane
control systems.

Features & Benefits
• Avoiding collisions with other machinery and obstacles within the yard
involves an important improvement in safety and damage prevention.
• The system works in normal operation and also in translation movements.
• No operational interference.

Technical Characteristics
• One scanner installed in each power train will project a beam that will
detect obstacles in the path of the yard crane.
• The warning zone will trigger slow speed and a visual/sound alarm to the
driver.
• The alarm zone will stop the crane and present a visual/sound alarm to the
driver.
• The driver will have a “by-pass” selector to disable the system if required.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - YardSuite
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Fleet Reporting System (IoT/Big Data)
Massive data collection over time for a complete analysis of terminal productivity

Data acquisition
system

Features & Benefits

The Fleet Reporting is a smart, efficient and adaptive
data capture system. In order to obtain valuable
information in relation to the perfomance of container
handling equipment operations, it is obtained massive
data from all the machinery in the yard (STS,RTGs, ECH, RS
and TTs). Some captured signals are positioning, energy
consumption, machine direction, type of operation to be
carried out by the machine, and so forth. These signals
are stored and then sent to a centralised database. The
information is processed and analysed and finally, KPIs
are shown in a graphical and easy to use interface for real
time monitoring.

• Helps managers to make decisions in order to improve company
productivity.
• Decisions based on empirical results.
• Significant improvement of the port or terminal performance.
• Encourages a new culture in the current operative model of the
port industry by introducing eco-efficiency as a key variable in
order to improve activities and processes linked to container
terminals.

Technical characteristics
• Massive data capture by using digital and analogue signals.
• Structured databases to handle massive amounts of data.
• Data processing and analysis for monitoring of the required
KPIs.
• Use of infographics for data representation.

Applications
•
•
•
•

Orbita Ports&Terminals - YardSuite

Dynamic lighting management.
Predictive maintenance optimisation.
Energy consumption forecast.
Smart routing for 3PL’s.
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Orbita RailSuite products enable
containers identification as they enter
by train to an intermodal terminal,
port or logistic area.
A container code recognition system in
conjunction with a complete software
enables clerks to validate the
information at a first glance.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - RailSuite
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RailCCR

Container Code Recognition Automatic container recognition for a complete rail access tracking

Intermodal Terminals demand specific solutions for their needs, and
they are a critical link in the Container Supply Chain. Orbita RailCCR
successfully automates the recognition of train convoys in their transit
into or out of the Terminal. The system provides identification and
tracking data in real time such as container and wagon identification,
dangerous goods labels, door direction and the exact composition
of the convoy, like position of the containers in each wagon and
position of each wagon in the convoy, also for double stacking. Stop
position and relative distance can also be provided.
The capture of this information does not involve any limitation to
the speed of the train movement. Once data is acquired, it is sent to
the Terminal Operating System (TOS) via our RailOS software, which
provides also a powerful exception management interface.
This automated procedure allows matching the cargo manifest with
the real composition of the convoy, provides damage information
and authorization to access the terminal. As the train passes by
the identification portal, the system automatically stores images
and videos at the same time it detects and processes container
codes and the container position within a convoy. Different
mechanical architectures are available to adapt them to several rail
configurations.
The system is prepared for 24 hours of continuous operation under
varying lighting and climatic conditions, even extreme cold or
extreme heat. Data can be checked via Operations Viewer, a web
application for access tracking and statistics.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - RailSuite

Features & Benefits
• Automatic capture of container ISO codes.
• High resolution still images of containers and videos of containers
in transit for inspection and damage control management.
• Integrates with TOS software through XML interface and other
standard protocols.
• Integrates with other Orbita modules for a complete automation
solution.
• Manufactured to the highest quality standards for use in
demanding maritime conditions.
• Use LED lighting and PoE power supply for reduced energy
consumption, more efficient cabling and easier maintenance.
• Historical analysis and diagnosis tools for simpler and more
effective maintenance.

Technical characteristics
• Container code recognition according to International Standard
ISO 6346 1995 (E), including check digit.
• Recognises all standard container types (20, 40 and 45ft).
• Captures images of all visible sides of the container.
• Fast response and reading times.
• Captures all information with the train in motion.
• Image and video storage with adjustable compression
• Low consumption LED lighting and PoE power supply to minimise
energy consumption.
• PoE power supply reduces cables and installation maintenance.
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RailOS

Rail Operating System Remote control with TOS integration
Orbita RailOS software efficiently provides a single interface for rail
access control and exception handling. RailOS displays relevant real
time information such as the identified container and wagon codes, the
container type (20, 40, 45 ft) and its location in the railcar, providing a
whole convoy view with position information. A user-friendly interface
shows in a glance high quality images and videos to help the clerk an
easy recodification of any misreading. Finally, all the acquired data are
matched with the Terminal Operating System (TOS) so the clerk can
solve operational exceptions.
A remote Control Center can integrate RailOS, GateOS and CraneOS in
order to centralise all terminal accesses operations, either at the gate,
quay or rail area. In this way, the monitoring of the complete system can
be managed by the same personnel.

Features & Benefits
• Real time rail accesses control.
• Complete monitoring of real time process and events management.
• Full TOS integration via XML, WebServices and other standard
protocols.
• A remote control center can be created by integrating GateOS,
CraneOS and RailOS.

Technical Characteristics
• Works with the most common databases, including SQL Server,
Oracle and DB2.
• Supports several communication protocols, including TCP/IP, OPC,
FTP , WebServices, Broker MQTT (Rabbit MQ)
• Built on .NET Framework 7 software development platform.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - RailSuite
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Dynamic solutions for operations
and maintenance optimisation are
designed and implemented specifically
to every terminal, regarding to their
requirements and internal interests.
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Operations Viewer

Intuitive tools for meaningful performance analysis
Orbita Operations Viewer is a web-based application that helps users monitor and measure
the performance of their access point operations. The system provides key statistical data, both
current and historical, in a range of automated and manually configurable reports, allowing
users to analyse every aspect of their gate, rail, crane and yard operations.
With its easy, and intuitive user interface, Operations Viewer quickly and dynamically accesses
KPI data, alarms and incident reports across the whole operation. The system also includes a
searchable archive of all images and videos, enabling users to check and verify damage issues
for containers entering and exiting the facility by land or sea.
Operations Viewer allows customers to set user access profiles and permission levels for security
control and is offered as a data retrieval complement to the GateOS, CraneOS or RailOS modules.

Features & Benefits
• Provides information from each access log:
— OCR/LPR/IMDG data
— Images of all visible sides of the container and the front of the cab
— High resolution videos of trucks in transit through access points
— Incident and event data
— Alarms
— Other process information if recorded - work orders, printed tickets,
registration codes, etc.
• Enables Gate, Crane and Rail OS users to audit orders and completed operations for each
access log.
• Provides statistical reports on key access data including LPR, CCR and IMDG data capture
reliability, traffic volumes, operational incidents, etc.
• Includes a wide variety of reporting filters and selections such as date, lane, traffic type.
• Diagnoses possible degraded equipment including cameras, lighting and code readers for
rapid corrective action.
• Exports data to any standard format for further analysis, including PDF, CSV and Excel.
• Displays images and videos from each access point with the option to save them in a
configurable route.
Orbita Ports&Terminals - ManagementSolutions
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Vehicle Booking System

An easy to use web based solution for your terminal VBS

Orbita’s Vehicle Booking System is a fast, efficient and consistent
real time solution for ports that controls the trucks’ arrival to the
terminal in order to avoid congestion during the peak period. It
allows flexibility, as required by terminals to optimize their service
to customers and provides a very cost-effective way to plan and
organize the movement of container cargo from end to end.
VBS works by designating specific time slots for the pick-up and
drop-off of containers at the terminal. The slots are strategically
distributed throughout the day. Therefore, the frequency of
transactions and the flow of trucks in and out the port or terminal
facilities can be effectively managed.
Independent drivers or trucking companies will have the ability
to coordinate container pick-up and drop-off within the same
appointment window, maximizing trucking efficiency by balancing
inbound and outbound loads.
Once an appointment is created, a notification (email-SMS) can be
sent to the corresponding trucking company. These notifications
will help the truckers to efficiently organize their trips to the
terminal and avoid queues.

Features & Benefits
• Reduces delay times for truck operators, allowing more trips
per day.
• Reduces the required number of container handling equipment
to load and discharge trucks by ensuring a more effective traffic
flood in the access.
• Reduced turn times for trucks resulting from pre-positioning
containers for a fast loading.
• Reducing the road congestion in the port environment to the
benefit of the local communities and the environment.

Technical Characteristics
•
•
•
•

Web based application, no hardware required
Standard programming and communication protocols.
Fully compatible with Navis N4.
User friendly interface.

Orbita’s VBS is designed to integrate with TOS and other terminal
systems such as Navis N4.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - ManagementSolutions
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Ask
us

for any other project
reference

Some references of automation projects
carried out by Orbita Ports&Terminals
are detailed in this section.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - References
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Automation of more than 60 lanes in distinct areas of the Terminal
APM TERMINALS ELIZABETH, USA

Project
APM Terminals Elizabeth is the largest APM Terminal on the east coast of
the US. A capacity of 1.33 million TEUs handled in 2016, which means a
21% of the port’s total container throughput, positions the terminal at the
front of the Port of New York and New Jersey.
As part of an investment program for operational improvements, in
anticipation to the berth expansion which aims to accommodate Ultra
Large Container Ships (ULCS), APM Terminals Elizabeth includes “an
expanded gate complex designed to improve the trucker experience
through a safer and faster cargo flow”.
The gate complex project includes a complete cargo and trucker
identification in different areas of the terminal. To achieve this goal, the
integration of several standard products to the specific APMT Elizabeth
process has been the key for Orbita to approach this interesting challenge.

Solution

Project Summary

The solution for APMT Elizabeth involves a complete range of
functionalities covered by Orbita’s products and integrated to the
terminal TOS and other third-party systems.
Depending on the area of the terminal in which they are
implemented, these functionalities are combined to fulfill an
enhanced inspection process including exception handling for
mechanical, security and trouble assistance clerks and a complete
container exterior and interior check by using automatic damage
control and empty inspection.

Container code recognition
Chassis recognition
Automatic container damage control
Traffic control and message boards
Driver pedestals
License plate recognition
Empty container inspection
Gate Operating System and clerk interfaces
Monitor and manage KPIs and historical
access data

GateCCR
ChassisCCR
GateDMG 3D
GateTraffic
GateKiosk
GateLPR
GateECI
GateOS
Operations Viewer

The turn-key project developed by Orbita involves a detailed
process automation designed for APM Terminals Elizabeth
to achieve their specific needs. An optimal and massive data
gathering in real time boosts productivity and time saving since
the information is controlled remotely and integrated according
to an accurate process stages analysis.
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• 3 OCR portals at the entry and 3 OCR Portals at the exit to
automatically inspect the cargo and the vehicle.
• 24 Gate entry lanes and 16 Gate exit lanes over existing
infrastructure to obtain driver data, handle exceptions and
issue instructions.
• 12 Remote empty inspection lanes
• 2 Driver’s Assistance lanes
• Gate Operating System software
• Integration with several 3rd party systems
• Automatic damage inspection performed remotely using laser
scanners in the OCR portal
• Container empty inspections performed remotely using in lane
cameras
• Manual container and chassis inspections performed remotely
using in lane cameras
• Security IN and OUT checks performed remotely

Results
The APM Terminals Elizabeth project Go-Live has been done in
different stages during 2020 and 2021. It allows the terminal
to improve operations, remarkably increase traceability and
compilation of information for both immediate and further
analysis.
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Automation of 6 STS cranes
TDT DARSENA TOSCANA, LIVORNO, ITALY

Solution
TDT chose Orbita’s CraneSuite products such as CraneCCR for container code recognition,
CraneITTI for internal terminal truck inspection and CraneDMG for manual damage
inspection for a complete system fully integrated with the TOS. The automation of the
6 Cranes has been held with a minimum impact on the terminal production. Based on a
timeline conveniently agreed with the terminal, each crane has been updated during the
hours of less peak-work. The project has been commissioned during 2021 and the GoLive of the last crane was done in summer 2021.

Project Summary
•
•
•
•
•

Project
Darsena Toscana Terminal, or simply TDT, is the main
Container Terminal of the Port of Livorno and one of
the most important container terminals in Europe. TDT
is a gateway to serve the Italian markets of the CenterNorth with a high efficiency and reliability thanks to
recent investments in new technologies and modern
control policies. It started its activities on January 1st,
1997.
TDT chose Orbita’s CraneSuite products such as
CraneCCR for container code recognition, CraneITTI for
internal terminal truck inspection and CraneDMG for
manual damage inspection for a complete system fully
integrated with the TOS.
The project has been commissioned during 2021 the
Go-Live of the last crane was done in summer 2021.

Automation of 6 STSs
CraneCCR container code identification module.
Crane ITTI for internal terminal truck inspection
CraneDMG for manual damage inspection
TOS integration

Results
The automation of the 6 Cranes successfully ended in September 2021 and has been held
with a minimum impact on the terminal production. The in-house engineering solution
designed by Orbita allows TDT to automate container identification on the quayside with
minimum infrastructure and no impact on STS Crane cycle times.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - References
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Automation of 10-lane container terminal entry and exit gate
APM TERMINALS BARCELONA, SPAIN

The turn-key project that Orbita planned for TCB included
engineering, software development, installation, testing and
commissioning of a gate automation solution for OCR recognition
of containers and vehicles accessing the terminal. Moreover, the
required integration with the Terminal Operating System (TOS)
would be completely defined.
Tracking and traceability of vehicles and containers was obtained
by means of Orbita Gate Operating System, which enhances
continuously to provide the best results to the bespoke solution
designed for achieving client specifications.

Solution

Project
APMT Terminals Barcelona, TCB, is one of the main logistic
platforms in the Mediterranean Sea. Located in the Port of
Barcelona, the terminal capacity is more than 1.3 million TEU
and it focuses on intermodal container traffic throughout
South Europe.
As a necessary improvement in order to enhance the gates
performance, as well as reduce errors and consequently
ensure a high reliability, TCB decided to implement gates
automation technology. By increasing the vehicle flow at the
6 entry and 4 exit lanes, they would achieve accurate time
rates and operative efficiency.

The final solution for TCB involves the use of GateSuite products
such as GateCCR for container code recognition, GateLPR
for license plate read and GateIMDG for dangerous placards
identification. Additional systems like GateTraffic and GateKiosk
allow a fully controlled access, completely integrated with the TOS.
Subsequent data analysis is processed by Operations Viewer web
application tool, which shows a later view of the real time images
and videos that are displayed by the gate operating system,
GateOS, while vehicles pass through OCR portals. In addition,
statistics and control data such as accessing times, reliability and
other tailor-made fields are also shown at Operations Viewer.
In order to interact with the driver when passing by the GateKiosk
pedestal, a touch screen is installed. Moreover a printed
ticket points out the driver the terminal area where he should
proceed, and an intercom allows him to communicate with the
gate operator in case any incidence occurs. Finally, the driver
identification method is combined in this case, using Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) and Barcode QR cards that the
driver swipes for obtaining the access permission to the terminal
area.

Project Summary
• Gate Automation access system designed for 6 entry and 4 exit
lanes.
• GateCCR container code identification module including
GateLPR for license plate recognition, and GateIMDG for
dangerous placards detection.
• GateTraffic module for completely automatic traffic control.
• GateKiosk pedestal for driver interaction and identification
with a touch screen, voice intercom, printer, barcode reader
and RFID reader.
• TOS integration via GateOS operating system.
• Operations Viewer web application, which displays access
images and videos joined with performance statistics and data
control.

Results
TCB gates were opened in December 2013. To this point, Orbita
has contributed to bring up to date TCB facilities in order to face
future challenges. The TCB automated gates are now ready for an
autonomous and easy-to-maintain efficient operation.
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Automation of 2 RTGs using Yard Crane Orbita products
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CHICAGO, USA

Solution
The project includes Yard Suite products such as Yard CraneCCR, to read the container
codes on the fly while they are handled, with no interference in operations. When a truck
stops under the RTGs to be loaded or unloaded, Orbita Chassis CCR process verifies that
is the correct one and shows the information on a HMI screen for the clerk in the cabin.
Since from the RTG cabin is not possible to verify where the door of the container is, the
Orbita Container Door Direction process inspects both sides of the container. Its artificial
intelligence algorithm recognizes the position and shows it to the clerk through the cabin
HMI screen.
Orbita has also developed a mobile software to control the assignment of the jobs to the
CHE and the traffic in the yard. This application runs on an industrial rugged tablet so the
Yard Manager can move free and connected inside the terminal.
All systems are integrated in Kalmar MTS software which communicates upstream with
the Terminal TOS.

Project Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project
Norfolk Southern is the fourth world largest railway company
with more than forty terminals in the United States. Norfolk
Southern (N.S.) operates the most extensive intermodal
network in the East part of the US and is a major transporter of
coal, automotive, and industrial products.
As a part of their plan, including a continuous improvement in
safety and productivity, N.S. decides in 2016 to invest in two
new Kalmar RTGs for their yard in Chicago, both equipped with
Orbita Yard Crane products.

Automation of two new RTGs
Yard CraneCCR container code identification module.
Chassis ID for all trucks coming under the RTGs.
Container Door Direction detection and HMI
TOS integration through Kalmar MTS
Mobile tablets for the Yard Manager to assign jobs and manage the traffic of the yard.

Results
Norfolk Southern started using the new RTGs including Orbita automation modules
successfully at the end of 2017 and the results have been satisfactory. The system is
working under extreme weather conditions without any variation to its reliability.
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Automation of 5-lane container terminal entry and exit gate
GRIMALDI TERMINAL BARCELONA, SPAIN

In addition, various license plate patterns come from several
countries. This aspect involves an added difficulty to the computer
vision methodology.
Orbita challenge was to accomplish all the requirements specified
above. Our expertise in gate automation and computer vision
made it possible, by means of a detailed solution development
that has reached the expectations.

Solution

Project
The Grimaldi Lines Terminal in Barcelona was launched with the
purpose of connecting key points at the Mediterranean Sea. Ferries
and Roll-on Roll-off vessels cover routes between Italy, Greece and
North Africa, passing by Barcelona as a strategic port of call.
The complexity of the project is based on the wide range of vehicles that
access this kind of Ro-Ro terminals. Thus, a license plate recognition
reliable system is required to identify semi-trailers, car transporter
vehicles, container trucks, etc. This system should read not only the
front tractor unit license plate but also the one at the rear part of the
trailer.

The operative complexity, incidence management and multiple
countries recognition was solved by using a bespoke solution
built with GateSuite modules.
GateLPR system is put in charge of recognizing license plates
from multiple countries such as Turkey, Deutschland, Austria,
Italy, Spain, Bulgaria or Romania. Additional modules as Gate
Operating System (GateOS) for TOS communication, GateKiosk
pedestal for driver interaction and identification and GateTraffic
for complete traffic control are used in order to complete the
whole automation process at the lanes. GateViewer system is also
used for further control access data analysis and statistics.
Gate Operating System manages and stores information from the
truck admission and exit process and shares it with the TOS. It
centralizes multi-lane gate events and incidences with a minimum
operator presence required. In the other hand, GateKiosk pedestal
allocates an easy-to-use touch screen that displays messages to
the driver in relation to regulations, processing or incidences; a
barcode reader which allows the system to identify the driver
and finally a voice intercom in order to handle incidences in
conversation with the gate operator and a printer to show the
truck itinerary.
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Project Summary
• Turn-key project design for 3 entry and 2 exit lanes.
• GateLPR module for multiple countries license plate
identification.
• GateKiosk equipped with driver interaction devices such as
RFID reader, voice intercom and printer.
• Completely automated traffic management by using GateTraffic
module.
• Full integration with TOS via Gate Operating System.
• GateViewer module to register images, videos and control data
statistics.

Results
The Orbita solution works uninterruptedly at Grimaldi Terminal
Barcelona. The gate automation has been successfully achieved
and the personnel have been trained by Orbita team in order to
develop their job in the most efficient way.
Operations Viewer module allows in this point to identify relevant
data. For instance, date and time of truck arrivals or departures,
reliability and statistical data diagrams. In this way, the obtained
results, images and video can be monitored.
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Automation of 8-lane container terminal entry and exit gate
APM TERMINALS VALENCIA, SPAIN

Project
APM Terminals Valencia, known before as TCV Stevedoring Company, is a container terminal
located in the Port of Valencia, Spain.
As part of its policy of continuous facility improvement, TCV decided to relocate and redesign
its gate access operations. The goal was to boost traffic capacity without increasing the
number of lanes, and to improve service quality overall, by redirecting the flow of trucks for
more efficient operations and at the same time introducing gate automation technology.
Previously, operations across the terminal’s 5 entry lanes and 3 exit lanes were completely
manual.
TCV’s requirements were for a turnkey project covering design, engineering and installation
of an automated access system equipped with OCR for containers and vehicles, plus
recognition of dangerous goods labels, and fully integrated with the company’s terminal
operating system (TOS).
With more than 2,000 vehicle transactions in the terminal each day, the challenge for Orbita
was to implement a system that provided extremely high reliability and precision in container
and vehicle identification, speed of operation, simple interaction with drivers, ease of use by
terminal staff and total integration with the TOS.

Solution
To meet the project requirements, Orbita installed various
integrated modules from its GateSuite range. All have greatly
exceeded TCV’s performance expectations.
At the 8 entry and exit gate lanes, Orbita installed its GateOCR
and GateIMDG systems for automatic reading of container ID
numbers, truck license plates and dangerous goods label data.
As well as capturing the container’s ISO code, GateCCR identifies
the size and type of containers and takes images and videos for
damage inspection control. Coupled with these two modules,
Orbita installed its GateOS operating system, which provides
operators with real-time information regarding the status of each
gate lane, as well as managing communications with the terminal
TOS.
To manage the interface with the driver, Orbita GateKiosks
were installed in each lane, incorporating a bar code reader,
ticket printer and easy-to-use touchscreen. Process automation
was completed with the GateTraffic module, providing instant
integration of all physical traffic control elements and control of
all terminal access and exit logistics.

Project Summary
• Turnkey design, engineering and implementation of unmanned
terminal access system providing automatic identification of
containers, vehicles and dangerous goods label across 8 entry
and exit lanes.
• System designed to manage over 2,000 vehicle transactions a
day.
• Supply and installation of 8 GateCCR gates incorporating
GateIMDG for dangerous goods label recognition.
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• Supply and installation of 8 GateKiosk cabinets equipped with
bar code reader, printer and touchscreen for managing driver
entry and exit administration.
• Supply of GateTraffic module for completely automated traffic
management.
• Full integration with the terminal operating system via Orbita
GateOS gate operating system.
• Retrieval of all gate images, videos and statistics on automated
access point performance via Operations Viewer module.

Results
Orbita’s automated terminal access technology has converted
TCV into a reference point in the Port of Valencia in terms of gate
reliability, efficiency and maintenance simplicity.
The 8 terminal lanes can now operate autonomously with minimal
staffing requirements and average facility access times of less
than 1 minute.
The Orbita Operations Viewer module also included in the project
has allowed TCV to actively monitor and manage the performance
of its gate operations, with detailed analysis of processing times,
CCR and LPR reliability statistics for individual lanes, an archive
of images and videos for damage control, verification of work
order forms for each vehicle and other key historical information
related to incidents and events.
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Automation of 5-lane container terminal entry, exit, shuttle and weighing gate
APM TERMINALS QUETZAL (TCQ), GUATEMALA

Project
Located in the Guatemala Pacific coast, the Quetzal Container
Terminal, which belongs to APM Terminals, intends to improve
the competitiveness, efficiency and operational capacity of
Puerto Quetzal, a key point in the west coast of Central America
and South America and in Asian connection, that moves
340.000 TEUs.
As a reference in technological innovation, Orbita Ports &
Terminals contributes to the creation of an advanced terminal
with a project that includes the automation of 2 entry and 2
exit lanes, as well as a weighing lane andz a shuttle lane that
enables cargo movements between TCQ and the terminal
located next to it. The access automation system includes also
integration with TOS, the Terminal Operating System.

Solution
The turn-key solution developed by Orbita Ports&Terminals in 2
entry and 2 exit lanes in TCQ involves capturing data as vehicle’s
license plate, container codes and images and videos in real time
for a further damage inspection. Additionally, weighing scales
data is integrated in the Gate Operating System.
In every lane it is included a pedestal, GateKiosk, for ticket
printing, a touch screen and an itercom for handling exceptions
and a reader for work order introduction in the entry lanes.
In this way, together with the terminal operating system (TOS),
a compact solution allows to have a complete traceability of
movements in the access.
The Operations Viewer tool helps to compile all the information
and show data in relation to exceptions, images, entry or exit
dates, etc. as well as statistics or graphics with interesting data
for operations or terminal maintenance.
The complete solution integrates several GateSuite modules,
developed by Orbita engineers for process optimization in
automated gates. The automatic traffic control, GateTraffic,
together with GateLPR for license plate recognition, GateCCR for
container code readings, GateKiosk and GateOS as gate operating
system and clerk interface, put together a compact solution,
trustworthy and effective that allows an inmediate increase of the
operational perfomance of the terminal.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - References

Project Summary
• Turnkey project for 2 entry lanes, 1 exit lane, 1 weighing lane
and 1 shuttle lane.
• Truck license plate identification by using GateLPR module.
• GateKiosk including work order registration, ticket printing and
exception management in the pedestal.
• Traffic integrated automation by using GateTraffic.
• Container Code Identification, GateCCR, and dangerous goods
labels reading in both entry lanes, GateIMDG.
• Weighing scale integration in a lane.
• Access control analysis and statistics via web with Orbita’s
Operations Viewer.
• Complete integration of the gate operating system with the
Terminal Operating System (TOS).

Results
• Technology introduction for process automation in the terminal
involves a reduction in waiting times and reduces access
queues.
• Complete storage of data for an improvement in traceability.
• A more efficient operation.
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Automation of 4-lane container terminal entry, exit and weighing gate
BOLUDA TERMINAL MARITIMA DE TENERIFE, SPAIN

Project
Boluda Terminal Marítima de Tenerife, is located in the Canary Islands, an
strategic point for cargo traffic between Europe and several South American
and South African countries.
With a capacity of 379.000 TEUS, the terminal is prepared to a rise in cargo
transport, being the Canary archipelago a growing logistic platform in the
Atlantic ocean. In this way, the access automation project carried out by
Orbita Ports&Terminals involves an efficiency improvement of processes in
the terminal. The scope of the turn-key project includes the design, supply
and installation of all the hardware and software, as well as the necessary
professional services to complete the automation system for 2 IN and 1 OUT
lanes, as well a weighing lane inside the terminal. Orbita Ports&Terminals is
also in charge of civil works and the supply and integration of a weighing scale,
as well as the integration within the Terminal Operating System, in this project
.

Solution
The Orbita’s solution consists of several GateSuite modules, the
range of automation products based on the highest engineering
standards in the market.
Every entry and exit lanes are equipped with license plate
recognition systems for truck and trailer, GateLPR, due to the high
density of Ro-Ro cargo. A pedestal per lane, GateKiosk, includes
word orders in the system as well as ticket printer in the entry
and exit, together with an intercom that allows communication
between the gate clerk and the truck driver in case of any
exception.
Moreover, a GateCCR portal in an entry and an exit lane inspect
the container codes and the GateIMDG module to detect the
dangerous goods labels.
All the access lane is controlled with the GateTraffic module, that
manages automatic barrier movements, traffic lights and displays
ensuring a smooth flow of traffic.
Images and videos are captured in real time for a further manual
damage analysis and the clerk is provided with a simple and
easy to use interface, GateOS, to manage access and possible
exceptions in a global glance.
The Gate Operating System sends to the TOS the weighing data.
All the information stored by the system is registered for future
checks in the Operations Viewer tool, a web application to search
access information (images, entry/exit dates, exceptions,etc.) as
well as statistics regarding terminal’s KPIs.

Orbita Ports&Terminals - References

Project Summary
• Turnkey project for 2 entry lanes, 1 exit lane and 1 weighing
lane.
• GateLPR module to identify truck and trailer license plates
• GateCCR to obtain container codes and GateIMDG to acquire
dangerous goods labels in one of the entry lanes.
• Work order registration, ticket printing and exception handling
at GateKiosk pedestal.
• Automatic traffic control for a smooth flow of vehicles by using
GateTraffic module.
• Coordination and civil works execution according to Orbita’s
engineering specifications.
• Supply, installation and integration of a weighing scale in the
Gate Operating System.
• Complete integration of the Gate Operating System with the
TOS.
• Access control analysis and statistics via web with Orbita’s
Operations Viewer.

Results
The Orbita’s solution has achieved an automated an uninterrupted
flow in the access to CAPSA terminal, increasing the performance
of the processes with a totally integrated solution in which both
civil works and weighing data have been included. The obtained
information is available via web for different personnel profiles
within the terminal, including maintenance, IT or operations.
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IT & AI
Enginnering
AB

CD

Quality Control
Traceability Solutions
Surface Inspection
Robot Guidance - 2D & 3D

Systems Integration
Bespoke Software
Networking & Security
Database Design

Robot Programming
Robot Integration
Control Engineering
Numerical Control

SCADA & HMI Systems
Industrial RFID Solutions
Industrial Communications
PLC Programming

Bespoke 3D Designs

Ground Conveyors

Custom Solutions

Robotic Cells

Aerial Conveyors

Handling & Palletizing

Electric Design

Electrical Installations

Mes Solutions
Warehouse Management
OCR Systems
Metrology

Orbita Ingenieria is dedicated to the design, manufacture and commissioning of technological solutions that improve our
clients’ operational processes, management effectiveness and business results.
As a specialist in process control and artificial vision, we bring together the diverse disciplines of automation, computing,
mechanics and electrical engineering to provide integrated solutions that add value by improving work flows, reducing costs
and simplifying business processes.
Our ethos is to collaborate actively with all of our customers, creating long-term partnerships built on mutual trust, deep
understanding and a commitment to the highest quality. Our approach is always to seek practical solutions, using the best
technology at the lowest cost possible to deliver the desired outcome. This requires wide product knowledge, the ability
to draw actively on past experience and intimate knowledge of our clients’ real needs, sharing their business goals and
objectives.
Continuous technical preparation and deep knowledge of the systems available on the market are the basis for our success
in projects for customers in the ports and terminals, automotive, food and beverage, and utilities markets.

Automation & Robotics
Enginnering

Mechanical & Processs
Enginnering

We are backed by a strong track record and are proud to have worked with top level international organisations in a range
of industrial sectors. We are partners with some of the most important international technology manufacturers in the world,
and we work closely with them in offering the best service and equipment.
Above all, people are our most important asset. We invest in training, research and continuous improvement to support
a highly professional team composed of technical, administrative and project management experts, all united with our
executive management around a common goal: to use technology to enable smart management.

Electrical
Enginnering

Electrical Cabinets Design
& Assembly

Certification of Electrical Facilities
Drivers and Power Control

WHY DO WE AUTOMATE ?
info@orbitaports.com
www.orbitaports.com

